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Abstract: 

Single enzyme chemotaxis is a phenomenon by which a non-equilibrium spatial distribution of 

an enzyme is created and maintained by concentration gradients of the substrate and product 

of the catalyzed reaction. These gradients can arise either naturally through metabolism, or 

experimentally, e.g., by flow of materials through several channels or by use of diffusion 

chambers with semipermeable membranes. Numerous hypotheses regarding the mechanism of 

this phenomenon have been proposed. Here we discuss a mechanism based solely on diffusion 

and chemical kinetics and show that kinetic asymmetry, a difference in the off rates for 

substrate and for product, and diffusion asymmetry, a difference in the diffusivities of the 

bound and free forms of the enzyme, are the sole determinates of the direction of chemotaxis. 

Exploration of these fundamental symmetries that govern nonequilibrium behavior helps to 

distinguish between possible mechanisms for the evolution of a chemical system from initial 

to the steady state, and whether the principle that determines the direction a system shifts when 

exposed to an external energy source is based on thermodynamics, or on kinetics, with the latter 

being supported by the results of the present paper. Our results show that while dissipation 

ineluctably accompanies non-equilibrium phenomena, including chemotaxis, systems do not 

evolve to maximize dissipation, but rather to attain greatest kinetic stability. Chemotactic 

response to the gradients formed by other enzymes provides a mechanism for forming loose 

associations known as metabolons. Significantly the direction of the effective force due to these 

gradients depends on the kinetic asymmetry of the enzyme, and so can be non-reciprocal, where 

one enzyme is attracted to another enzyme, but the other enzyme is repelled by the one, an 

important ingredient in the behavior of active matter. 

  



Introduction: 

Single enzymes and enzyme-coated microparticles have been shown to move 

directionally in gradients of small molecules (substrates)1–5 resulting in a phenomenon which 

has been termed chemotaxis. This spontaneous movement in response to a gradient has 

potential applications in targeted drug delivery6–8 the formation of dynamic assemblies9,10, 

among many other possibilities. As enzymes translate along a substrate gradient, they inter-

convert substrates and products as they dissipate chemical free-energy into the bulk 

environment. Chemical reactions taking place away from equilibrium and their associated 

thermodynamic irreversibility form the basis of living systems whose hallmarks are adaptation, 

self-assembly, and active motion. Therefore, an understanding of what controls enzyme 

chemotaxis can lead to important insights into how complex systems might evolve, what their 

stable states are, and what determines these stable states. Several hypotheses have been 

proposed in the literature to describe enzyme chemotaxis, including phoretic flows11,12, 

thermodynamic drift forces13, and cross-diffusion3. However, molecules in solution, including 

enzymes, move from place to place by Brownian motion, which when discussed in terms of 

the net motion of an ensemble of molecules is called diffusion. The movement of any single 

molecule in solution is characterized by a very low Reynolds number where the physical 

motion is a mechanical equilibrium process in which the viscous force is equal and opposite 

any inertial force acting on the molecule. Since every molecule is in mechanical 

equilibrium14,15, how then is it possible to observe phenomenon such as single molecule 

chemotaxis that can occur only away from thermodynamic equilibrium? Answering this 

question, with a clear focus on the underlying sub-question of what determines the direction of 

chemotaxis, is the subject of this paper. The theoretical framework for our investigation is 

provided by trajectory thermodynamics16–18, a theory based on the work of Onsager and 

Machlup19 and later developed by Terrell Hill20,21 for the description of enzyme catalytic 



cycles. In contrast to standard thermodynamic approaches which focus on the states of a 

system, trajectory thermodynamics focusses on the trajectories between the states, and on the 

relations between these trajectories provided by the principle of microscopic reversibility22–24. 

We show that the two essential components necessary for an enzyme to undergo chemotaxis 

in the presence of a gradient of substrate and product are diffusion asymmetry, where the bound 

and free states of the enzyme have different diffusion constants, and kinetic asymmetry25, that 

is characterized by the difference in off rates of the product and the substrate. We contrast the 

role of kinetic and diffusive asymmetry with that of dissipation and demonstrate that the steady 

state enzyme distribution is not that which maximizes dissipation. Instead, it is kinetic 

asymmetry that determines the steady-state protein distribution. 

 

Figure 1 Illustration of a single protein molecule E in a diffusion chamber with concentrations of ligands held 

fixed at the two ends of the chamber. The ligand molecules freely pass through a membrane on either end, 

represent by a dashed line, but the protein cannot pass through the membrane. In a), the protein has a simple 

binding reaction with the ligand, but there is no catalysis. The ligand concentration is fixed to be zero in the left 

reservoir, and we work in units such that the ligand concentration is T in the right reservoir. The diffusion constant, 

kD of the free (E) state of the protein may be different than the diffusion constant kDL of the bound form (EL). In 

b) the protein is a catalyst – an enzyme – that facilitates the conversion of substrate S to product P. The 

concentration [S] is fixed at zero in the left reservoir and T in the right reservoir, and the concentration [P] is fixed 

at T in the left reservoir and zero in the right reservoir. The symmetric boundary conditions assure that once steady 

state has been established the sum of the concentrations at every point in the diffusion channel is a constant, 

[S](𝑥) + [P](𝑥) = T. We say that chemotaxis has occurred if, in the long-time average, the protein molecule 

spends more time to the left of the midpoint of the channel than on the right, or vice versa. 

Single enzyme chemotaxis: 

Consider the two cases shown in Figure. 1, where a single protein molecule is placed in a 

diffusion channel connected to reservoirs on the left and right, each with a membrane that is 

permeable to small ligand molecules, L, S, and P, but impermeable to the protein molecule. 

The situation shown in Figure. 1a) has been discussed recently26 in the context of a protein 



molecule that can bind a ligand by the mechanism L+E 
𝐾a
L

⇌ EL, where 𝐾a
L is the association 

constant. It was shown12,26 that diffusion asymmetry where the diffusion constants of the bound 

and free forms of the protein differ from one another (kD ≠ kDL) is a necessary and sufficient 

condition for biasing the overall Brownian motion of the protein molecule such that it spends 

more time on one side of the midpoint of the channel than on the other. In the context of an 

ensemble of protein molecules, the distribution is shifted to the left or right. If the diffusion 

constant of the bound form EL is less than that of the free form E the enzyme preferentially 

moves toward the reservoir with higher concentration of L, and if the diffusion constant of the 

bound form EL is greater than that of the free form E the enzyme preferentially moves toward 

the reservoir with lower concentration of L. The direction of chemotaxis is governed solely by 

the sign of the difference (kD − kDL) and does not depend on the association constant 𝐾a
L. 

In the present paper we examine chemotaxis due to catalysis of a chemical reaction as 

shown in Figure. 1b). The protein in this case is an enzyme that catalyzes the reaction S⇌P by 

the Michaelis-Menten mechanism S+E ⇌ EL ⇌ E+P. Note that we write the bound form of the 

enzyme as EL rather than the more traditional ES. Our convention is consistent with the 

observation by Hill27 that substrate and product lose their individual identities (separate 

chemical potentials of bound substrate and bound product cannot be meaningfully defined) 

when bound to the enzyme. In order to separate equilibrium chemotaxis from the dissipative 

chemotaxis that is the focus here, we consider crossed equal gradients, where the concentration 

[S] is zero on the left and T on the right, and where the concentration [P] is T on the left and 

zero on the right. Once a steady state gradient of S and P has been established the total 

concentration [S](𝑥) + [P](𝑥)  =  T is a constant and doesn’t depend on the position x. 

  



Trajectory thermodynamics of single enzyme chemotaxis 

 

Figure 2: Enzyme reactions occurring in two adjacent chambers separated by an imaginary boundary. 𝐸𝑖 
represents the unbound enzyme concentration in box 𝑖. 𝐸𝐿𝑖 represents the bound enzyme concentration in box 𝑖. 

𝐸𝑖+1 represents the unbound enzyme concentration in box 𝑖 + 1. 𝐸𝐿𝑖+1 represents the bound enzyme concentration 

in box 𝑖 + 1. [𝑆]𝑖 and [𝑃]𝑖 represent substrate and product concentration in box i, respectively. [𝑆]𝑖+1 and [𝑃]𝑖+1 

represent substrate and product concentration in box 𝑖 + 1, respectively. 𝑘𝐷 and 𝑘𝐷𝐿  are the rates of diffusivity of 

the free and the bound enzyme species respectively. 𝑘off
S , 𝑘off

P  are the off-rates for the substrate and product 

respectively. 𝑘on
S , 𝑘on

P  are the bimolecular binding rate constants of the substrate and the product to the free enzyme 

respectively. 

Consider the diffusion chamber shown in Figure. 1b) to be described in terms of N 

small compartments labelled 𝑖 = 0,⋯ ,N − 1, shown in Figure. 2, where in each compartment 

the enzyme can carry out catalysis of a chemical reaction. The equilibrium constant for the 

catalyzed reaction is the ratio of the association constants for S, 𝐾a
S, and for P, 𝐾a

P, 𝐾eq =
𝐾a
S

𝐾a
p =

𝑘on
S

𝑘off
S  

𝑘off
P

𝑘on
P , and where the enzyme can move between compartments by diffusion, where the 

diffusive steps are treated as unbiased thermally activated transitions denoted 𝑘D for diffusion 

of the free enzyme, and 𝑘DL for diffusive stepping of the bound enzyme. 

Now we describe the possible paths between the bound state EL,𝑖 and EL,𝑖+1. In 

addition to the direct diffusive transition, EL,𝑖

𝑘DL
⇌
𝑘DL

EL,𝑖+1, which is modelled as an elementary 

kinetic step with equal forward and backward rate constants 𝑘DL there are four other paths 

(see Table 1) between the bound state EL,𝑖 and EL,𝑖+1. 



Table 1 Forward and microscopic reverse trajectories between compartments 𝑖 and 𝑖 + 1. 

Trajectories 𝑖 → 𝑖 + 1 Trajectories 𝑖 + 1 → 𝑖 

ℱ:  EL,𝑖
𝑘off
P

→   E𝑖
𝑘D
→ E𝑖+1

𝑘on
S [S]𝑖+1
→      EL,𝑖+1 ℱ†:  EL,𝑖+1

𝑘off
S

→   E𝑖+1
𝑘D
→ E𝑖

𝑘on
P [P]𝑖
→     EL,𝑖 

ℬ:  EL,𝑖
𝑘off
S

→   E𝑖
𝑘D
→ E𝑖+1

𝑘on
P [P]𝑖+1
→       EL,𝑖+1 ℬ†:  EL,𝑖+1

𝑘off
P

→   E𝑖+1
𝑘D
→ E𝑖

𝑘on
S [S]𝑖
→     EL,𝑖 

𝒟S:  EL,𝑖
𝑘off
S

→   E𝑖
𝑘D
→ E𝑖+1

𝑘on
S [S]𝑖+1
→      EL,𝑖+1 𝒟S

†:  EL,𝑖+1
𝑘off
S

→   E𝑖+1
𝑘D
→ E𝑖

𝑘on
S [S]𝑖
→     EL,𝑖  

𝒟P:  EL,𝑖
𝑘off
P

→   E𝑖
𝑘D
→ E𝑖+1

𝑘on
P [P]𝑖+1
→       EL,𝑖+1 𝒟P

†:  EL,𝑖+1
𝑘off
P

→   E𝑖+1
𝑘D
→ E𝑖

𝑘on
P [P]𝑖
→     EL,𝑖 

ℱ∗:  E𝑖
𝑘on
S [S]𝑖
→     EL,𝑖

𝑘DL
→ EL,𝑖+1

𝑘off
P

→   E𝑖+1 ℱ∗†:  E𝑖+1
𝑘on
P [P]𝑖+1
→       EL,𝑖+1

𝑘DL
→ EL,𝑖

𝑘off
S

→   E𝑖 

ℬ∗:  E𝑖
𝑘on
P [P]𝑖
→     EL,𝑖

𝑘DL
→ EL,𝑖+1

𝑘off
S

→   E𝑖+1 ℬ∗†:  E𝑖+1
𝑘on
S [S]𝑖+1
→      EL,𝑖+1

𝑘DL
→ EL,𝑖

𝑘off
P

→   E𝑖 

𝒟S
∗:  E𝑖

𝑘on
S [S]𝑖
→     EL,𝑖

𝑘DL
→ EL,𝑖+1

𝑘off
S

→   E𝑖+1 𝒟S
∗†:  E𝑖+1

𝑘on
S [S]𝑖+1
→      EL,𝑖+1

𝑘DL
→ EL,𝑖

𝑘off
S

→   E𝑖 

𝒟P
∗:  E𝑖

𝑘on
P [P]𝑖
→     EL,𝑖

𝑘DL
→ EL,𝑖+1

𝑘off
P

→   E𝑖+1 𝒟P
∗†:  E𝑖+1

𝑘on
P [P]𝑖+1
→       EL,𝑖+1

𝑘DL
→ EL,𝑖

𝑘off
P

→   E𝑖 

 

One, which we designate as ℱ, involves release of product, P, diffusion in the unbound state 

from E𝑖 to E𝑖+1 and binding of S to reach EL,𝑖+1. The microscopic reverse ℱ† involves release 

of substrate from EL,𝑖+1, diffusion to 𝑖 in the unbound form, and binding P to reach EL,𝑖. There 

are three other paths in which the bound enzyme steps from compartment “𝑖” to compartment 

“𝑖 + 1”. The probabilities 𝜋ℱ , 𝜋ℬ , 𝜋𝒟S , and 𝜋𝒟P, and 𝜋ℱ† , 𝜋ℬ† , 𝜋𝒟S
† , 𝜋𝒟P

† for these trajectories 

and for their microscopic reverses are proportional to the products of the rate constants 

involved. 

Similarly, in addition to the direct path between states E𝑖 and E𝑖+1 with forward and reverse 

rate constants 𝑘D, there are four additional paths contributing to the transition E𝑖 → E𝑖+1 with 

probabilities 𝜋ℱ∗ , 𝜋ℬ∗ , 𝜋𝒟S
∗ , and 𝜋𝒟P

∗, and 𝜋ℱ∗† , 𝜋ℬ∗† , 𝜋𝒟S
∗† , 𝜋𝒟P

∗† for the probabilities of the 



microscopic reverses of those trajectories. The trajectories in Table I involve all states of the 

system and hence have identical normalization factors. This isn’t true for the direct transitions, 

a fact that complicates the calculation of the general expression for the net transition 

probabilities 𝜋+,𝑖 = ∑[𝜋(EL,𝑖 → EL,𝑖+1) + 𝜋(E𝑖 → E𝑖+1)] and 𝜋−,𝑖+1 = ∑[𝜋(EL,𝑖+1 → EL) +

𝜋(E𝑖+1 → E𝑖)] and their ratio. However, we can obtain a bound by neglecting the sum 

(𝑘D + 𝑘DL) comparison with the other terms in the net transition probabilities. In this case the 

expression simplifies to 

|ln (
𝜋+,𝑖

𝜋−,𝑖+1
)| ≤ |ln (

{𝑘DL[S]𝑖𝒜𝑖+𝑘D[S]𝑖+1𝒜𝑖+1}

{𝑘D[S]𝑖𝒜𝑖+𝑘DL[S]𝑖+1𝒜𝑖+1}
)|  (1) 

Where we used the condition of microscopic reversibility for forward and microscopic 

reverse processes, 
𝜋𝒮

𝜋
𝒮†
= 𝑒𝒲𝒮/𝑅𝑇 (𝒲𝒮 is the energy exchanged between the molecule and its 

environment, ±𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛 (𝐾eq
[S]𝑖

[P]𝑖
) or 0 in the case studied here), and where 

𝒜𝑖 = [

𝑘off
S

𝑘off
P +𝐾eq

−1[P]𝑖
[S]𝑖

𝑘off
S

𝑘off
P +1

]     (2) 

is the kinetic asymmetry factor first discussed in the context of ATP driven molecular motors28 

but more recently recognized as being important for a wide variety of non-equilibrium 

phenomena including fuel driven assembly29–31, directed motion,32,33 and molecular 

adaptation34.  

The amount of energy dissipated in each conversion of S to P is Δ𝜇𝑖 = 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛 (𝐾eq
[S]𝑖

[P]𝑖
). 

Clearly, dissipation plays a central role in catalysis driven chemotaxis since 𝒜𝑖 = 1 when 

𝐾eq
[S]𝑖

[P]𝑖
= 1. However, dissipation does not govern the direction of motion, which is controlled 

entirely by kinetics. If 𝑘D = 𝑘DL  the ratio of forward and backward steps is obviously one 

(
𝜋+,𝑖

𝜋−,𝑖+1
= 1), just as it is if [S]𝑖𝒜𝑖 = [S]𝑖+1𝒜𝑖+1. If [S]𝑖 + [P]𝑖 = T (as is the case in Figure 1) 



for all 𝑖, the latter identity holds if 𝑘off
S 𝐾eq = 𝑘off

P . Broken diffusion symmetry and broken 

kinetic symmetry are both required for single enzyme chemotaxis, the direction of which is 

specified by the sign of (𝑘D − 𝑘DL)(𝑘off
S 𝐾eq − 𝑘off

P ). If either term is zero, there is no 

chemotaxis. If the terms have the same sign, chemotaxis is in the direction of increasing 

substrate concentration and if they have opposite signs, chemotaxis is in the direction of 

decreasing substrate concentration. The process can be described as a one-dimensional random 

walk. 

⋯

𝜋+,𝑖−1
⇄
𝜋−,𝑖

Prot𝑖

𝜋+,𝑖
⇄

𝜋−,𝑖+1
Prot𝑖+1

𝜋+,𝑖+1
⇄

𝜋−,𝑖+2
⋯   Scheme I 

Where Prot𝑖 is the total enzyme at position 𝑖, with concentration [Prot]𝑖 = [E]𝑖 + [EL]𝑖. We 

can understand how directed motion is engendered in the context of kinetic barrier35,36 diagrams 

shown below (Figure 3), 

 

Figure 3: Kinetic barrier diagrams for three different conditions of the product of the diffusion and kinetic 

asymmetry. The net tilt depends on whether the product is positive, negative, or zero. 

Depending on whether the product (𝑘D − 𝑘DL)(𝑘off
S 𝐾eq − 𝑘off

P ) is less than, equal to, or 

greater than zero the overall landscape has a net tilt to the left, no tilt, or a net tilt to the right, 

respectively. The trajectory thermodynamic approach leading to Eq. (1) provides insight into 

the factors governing directionality and single enzyme chemotaxis, but to develop a 

quantitative understanding let us focus on a numerical solution of the kinetic equations 

(equivalently the reaction-diffusion equations) to determine how the enzyme concentration 

evolves under a varying substrate and product concentration with the constraint that [S]𝑖 +



[P]𝑖 = T (we work in concentration units such that T = 100), and to calculate the steady state 

distribution. 

The system evolves according to the differential equations for the free and bound 

enzyme in each compartment, respectively,  

d[E]𝑖

dt
= −(𝑘on

S [S]𝑖 + 𝑘on
P [P]𝑖)[E]𝑖 + (𝑘off

S + 𝑘off
P )[EL]𝑖

⏞                            
reaction

+ 𝑘D([E]𝑖−1 + [E]𝑖+1 − 2 [E]𝑖)
⏞                  

diffusion

 (3) 

d[EL]𝑖

dt
= (𝑘on

S [S]𝑖 + 𝑘on
P [P]𝑖)[E]𝑖 − (𝑘off

S + 𝑘off
P )[EL]𝑖⏟                          + 𝑘DL([EL]𝑖−1 + [EL]𝑖+1 − 2[EL]𝑖)⏟                      (4) 

Each equation comprises a reaction term describing the binding and release of substrate and 

product, and a diffusion term describing mass transport of protein from one box to another. 

The steady state levels can then be calculated by inverting the matrix of coefficients resulting 

from setting 
d[E]𝑖

dt
=
d[EL]𝑖

dt
= 0. Eqs. (3) and (4) can be used to explore the effect of arbitrary 

concentration gradients of S and P in the full parameter space. However, in the specific limits 

(𝑘D − 𝑘DL) = 0, (𝑘D − 𝑘DL) ≫ 0, and (𝑘D − 𝑘DL) ≪ 0 we can develop analytic expressions 

for the steady state distribution of protein. We are searching for expressions for the total 

enzyme concentration in each cell, [Prot]𝑖 = [E]𝑖 + [EL]𝑖 subject to the constraint that 

∑ [Prot]𝑖
N
𝑖=0 V𝑖 = ProtTot where V𝑖 is the volume of the ith cell and ProtTot is the total amount 

of protein. For simplicity we take the volume of all cells to be identical. By adding Eqs. 3 and 

4 we obtain the equation  

     
d[Prot]𝑖

dt
= 𝑘D([E]𝑖−1 + [E]𝑖+1 − 2[E]𝑖) + 𝑘DL([EL]𝑖−1 + [EL]𝑖+1 − 2[EL]𝑖) = 0⏟

at steady state

 (5) 

where the reaction terms have cancelled in the sum. First, note that if 𝑘DL = 𝑘D the steady-state 

solution requires [E]𝑖 + [EL]𝑖 = [Prot]𝑖 = ProtTot/𝐕, a constant for all 𝑖, i.e., there is no 

chemotaxis irrespective of the other parameters. For 𝑘DL ≠ 𝑘D, if 𝑘DL → 0, then [E]𝑖 has the 

same value for all 𝑖 ([E]𝑖 ≡ 𝑐E), an identity that can be used in Eq. (4) at steady state with 

[S]𝑖 + [P]𝑖 = T to derive 



[Prot]𝑖|𝑘DL→0

ProtTot
= 𝑐E {1 + 𝐾a

P [(𝐾eq𝑘off
S −𝑘off

P )[S]𝑖]+T𝑘off
P

𝑘off
S +𝑘off

P } = 𝑐E(1 + 𝐾a
S[S]𝑖𝒜𝑖) (6) 

If, on the other hand, 𝑘𝐷 → 0, then [EL]𝑖 has the same value for all 𝑖 ([EL]𝑖 ≡ 𝑐EL) and we 

derive  

[Prot]𝑖|𝑘D→0

ProtTot
= 𝑐EL {1 +

1

𝐾a
P

𝑘off
S +𝑘off

P

[(𝐾eq𝑘off
S −𝑘off

P )[S]𝑖]+T𝑘off
P } = 𝑐EL[1 + (𝐾a

S[S]𝑖𝒜𝑖)
−1] (7) 

Eq. 6 & 7 reiterate that, in addition to broken diffusion symmetry (𝑘DL ≠ 𝑘D), broken kinetic 

symmetry (𝐾eq𝑘off
S − 𝑘off

P ) ≠ 0 is necessary for chemotaxis to occur. Plots of the protein 

concentration profile as a function of position are shown in Figure. 4a) and 4b). Both plots are 

monotonic – increasing to the right or left, with no maxima or minima.  

Effect of Inhibition or Activation on Enzyme Concentration. Rate constants of several enzymes 

that are commonly used for chemotactic experiments are affected non-linearly by substrate or 

product concentration giving rise to inhibition or activation37. Incorporation of inhibition or 

activation by either substrate or product can lead to more complicated behaviors for the protein 

distribution versus position and even to a situation in which the distribution displays a 

maximum or minimum between the left and right semi-permeable membranes (Figure 1) as 

can be shown by plotting equations 6 and 7 with modified 𝑘off
S,P

 values. 

To model inhibition by substrate, we set the catalytic rate (product off-rate) as a 

function of the substrate concentration, 𝑘off
P =

�̃�off
P

1+f([S])
 , where �̃�off

P  is the uninhibited off-rate of 

reaction at extremely small substrate concentrations. f([S]) is a function that models the 

dependency of the inhibition on the substrate concentration. If the inhibition is unaccompanied 

by a change in the substrate off-rate then according to the principle of microscopic reversibility 

the binding rates of the substrate or the product must change to keep the equilibrium constant 

of the overall reaction unchanged (since it is a property of the substrate and product free 

energies). We respect this symmetry by setting 𝑘on
P =

�̃�on
P

1+f([𝑆])
, where �̃�on

P  is the uninhibited 



binding rate. For this study, we use f([S]) = [S] + [S]2 and then solve equations 3 and 4. We 

also take 𝑘S
off𝐾𝑒𝑞 − �̃�off

P = 0, i.e., the uninhibited kinetic asymmetry is set to zero.  

As shown in Figure. 4c), the kinetic asymmetry factor (which changes from cell to cell 

due to inhibition) acts as a potential function for the chemotactic behavior, with the maximum 

of the protein concentration coinciding with the minimum of [S]𝑖𝒜𝑖 (maximum of ([S]𝑖𝒜𝑖)
−1 

when 𝑘DL > 𝑘D and maximum of [S]𝑖𝒜𝑖 when 𝑘D > 𝑘DL  (not shown), behaviors that are 

apparent from Eqs. (6) and (7). The protein diffuses such that its greatest probability occurs 

where the state of lower diffusion is maximally stabilized by the catalysis between S and P – 

i.e., the system seeks a state of greatest kinetic stability, not maximal dissipation. 

 

Figure 4: The variation of total enzyme when plotted against the substrate concentration for various values of diffusion and 

kinetic asymmetry. The total concentration of the substrate and product in each cell is set to be [S]𝑖 + [P]𝑖 = T =  100. (a) 

Variation of total enzyme concentration for 𝑘D = 1, 𝑘DL = 0. Kinetic asymmetry plays a key role in determining the direction 

of chemotaxis. (b) Variation of total enzyme concentration for 𝑘D = 0, 𝑘DL = 1. The direction of chemotaxis for the same 

kinetic asymmetry parameters is the opposite of what was seen for the faster free enzyme case. (c) Total enzyme distribution 

and ([𝑆]𝑖𝒜𝑖)
−1 plotted under substrate inhibition. The uninhibited kinetic asymmetry in the system is zero, corresponding to 

black lines in Figure 4(a) and 4(b). Clearly, the kinetic asymmetry factor ([S]𝑖𝒜𝑖) acts as a potential function for chemotactic 

behavior. The results shown in the figure were obtained using Eqs. 6 and 7 but were verified by solving the time dependent 

equations 3 and 4 to stationarity. 

 

Dissipation. All non-equilibrium processes are accompanied by dissipation, and Prigogine 

designated those patterns originating from a flow of matter and/or energy as “dissipative 

structures”38. There are two contrasting proposals regarding the determining factor for non-

equilibrium behavior. One proposal focuses on dissipation as a fundamental limit to precision 

of molecular machines and as a “driving force” that guides systems to adapt so as to maximize 

their dissipation39,40. The other proposal emphasizes the role of kinetics and in particular the 

requirement of kinetic asymmetry25,31,41. As a simple illustrative example, the diffusive 



chemotactic system outlined in the present paper highlights the correct prediction based on 

kinetic asymmetry versus the incorrect prediction based on dissipation. Let us focus on the case 

where 𝐾eq = 1. The dissipation of an enzyme is zero at the center of the chamber where [S]𝑖 =

[P]𝑖, and increases toward the two reservoirs on the left and right. For 𝑘off
S = 𝑘off

P  the dissipation 

is maximized at positions where either of the substrate and the product concentrations are high 

(both ends of Figure 1) and is zero in the middle where [S]𝑖 = [P]𝑖. In contrast, for 𝑘DL ≪ 𝑘D, 

the protein occupancy increases or decreases linearly from left to right, depending on whether 

(𝐾eq𝑘off
S − 𝑘off

P ) is greater than or less than zero. Thus, the hypothesis that dissipation plays a 

role in governing the steady state behavior of catalysis-driven chemotaxis is ruled out by the 

symmetry of the dissipation function in the system compared with the symmetry of the 

chemotactic behavior. While there is indeed dissipation due to the chemical catalysis, the 

direction of chemotaxis is governed solely by the product of the kinetic asymmetry and the 

diffusion asymmetry. When (𝐾eq𝑘off
S − 𝑘off

P )(𝑘DL − 𝑘D) is positive, a single enzyme undergoes 

chemotaxis away from the reservoir with large substrate concentration and when 

(𝐾eq𝑘off
S − 𝑘off

P )(𝑘DL − 𝑘D) is negative, a single enzyme undergoes chemotaxis toward the 

reservoir with large substrate concentration, and when (𝐾eq𝑘off
S − 𝑘off

P )(𝑘𝐷𝐿 − 𝑘𝐷) is zero, 

there is no chemotaxis. We can summarize the behavior of an enzyme in a gradient of substrate 

and product by observing that the enzyme will spend most of its time in the region in which 

the less diffusive state (free or bound) is most favored by the kinetic asymmetry of the 

dissociation processes.  

Conclusion 

A perusal of the literature would suggest that enzymes and other molecular machines 

away from thermodynamic equilibrium – often captured under the sobriquet of “active 

matter” – can be characterized in terms of “violent kicks”42, “judo throws”43 and “leaping”44. 



The actual state of affairs is much gentler – the motion of these molecular systems in solution 

is best described as diffusion on an energy landscape32,45,46 that is sculpted by evolution, by 

synthetic design, or, as in the present paper, by experimental setup. The behavior is consistent 

with the low Reynolds number regime in which viscous forces dominate inertial forces and 

where the motions of molecules are mechanically equilibrated processes. The mechanical 

equilibrium justifies the Markov description we have used in this paper to compare and 

contrast the relative roles of kinetic asymmetry and dissipation, which is relevant to the 

broader question of how simple matter becomes complex47. 

A thermodynamic hypothesis that systems adapt to maximize their dissipation, and 

that complex structures, in general, dissipate energy more rapidly than less complex 

structures has been propounded by England39,48and several others49–52. A second hypothesis is 

based on kinetics, and on how autocatalytic systems can give rise to a “dynamic kinetic 

stabilization” (DKS)53 of structures. In the context of single enzyme chemotaxis, the DKS 

model predicts that the enzyme will move toward the reservoir near which the least diffusive 

enzyme species is favored by the kinetic asymmetry, a prediction borne out by the results 

shown in Figure 4. Thus, we conclude that kinetic and diffusion asymmetry governs enzyme 

chemotaxis by the simple mechanical equilibrium process of diffusion and have excluded the 

role of dissipation in determining the direction of chemotaxis. While diffusion is not 

commonly viewed as a chemical kinetic process, we treat diffusion as a thermally activated 

process which resembles a chemical reaction without a net change in free energy54. 

Enzyme chemotaxis can potentially find applications in several new technologies that 

require directed transport and targeted delivery, and most likely plays a role in the 

enhancement of catalytic activity in the presence of concentration gradients55. Further, 

chemotaxis of enzymes in the presence of concentration gradients of substrates and products 

provides a mechanism by which enzymes having common substrates/products can exert 



effective attractive or repulsive interactions. The treatment of chemotaxis in our paper 

extends to experimentally observed metabolons2, loose associations of enzymes, a hallmark 

of enzyme cascades ubiquitous in living systems. Significantly, these interactions can be non-

reciprocal56 where a downstream enzyme whose substrate is the product of an upstream 

enzyme is attracted to or repelled by the upstream enzyme due to the effect concentration 

gradient of the product/substrate, but the upstream enzyme experiences no attraction or 

repulsion from the downstream enzyme. Notably, the interaction strength is not determined 

by the dissipation rate but depends instead on the diffusional and kinetic asymmetry of the 

downstream enzyme. 

This role of kinetics has been discussed in the context of evolution of life by Pross 

and colleagues57,58, but finds its intellectual roots in earlier work on kinetic asymmetry25,28,41. 

Kinetic asymmetry has been key in molecular designs allowing motions driven by energy 

from external modulation of the environment (e.g., externally enforced time dependent 

changes in the redox potential of the system) to be directional such that chemicals can be 

stored at high chemical potential on individual host molecules59 or at surfaces60. The 

importance of kinetic asymmetry has also been discussed in driving self-assembly, molecular 

pumps and in several other contexts30,61,62. Each of these phenomena are stepping-stones in 

the evolutionary process. Unlike the thermodynamics of a specific chemical reaction, reaction 

kinetics can be influenced by the directed evolution of the catalyst63. We cannot help but 

think that single molecule chemotaxis and kinetic asymmetry played an outsized role in the 

evolution of life itself. 
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